Abstract -Progressive quantization is studied for transmission over noisy channels. For a finite set of decodable transmission rates, bounds on the minimum mean-squared distortion are derived. An asympotically optimal schedule of channel code rates is derived as a function of the transmission rate.
I. PROBLEM FORMULATION
The problem is stated for scalar random variables and mean-squared error, but it can be generalized to vector quantizers and pth power distortions. Let X be a scalar random variable and let 0 5 bl 5 b2 5 . . . 5 bL be a set of decodable transmission rates. A progressive quantizer is a sequence of quantizers Q ( l ) , Q ( 2 ) ,
. . , L -l}, the quantizer operates at rate b i , and the quantizer encoder Qb" : W + (0, l}bm has the property that for every x E It, the binary channel word Q:"(x) is a prefix of the binary word QL"+l)(x). For a given x , the sequence of quantizations Q ( ' ) ( x ) ,
is designed to become closer to 2 as the transmission rate increases from bl towards bL. Let S = min{m : Jm # I,} -1. The random variable S is the index specifying the last stage for which the quantizer index I , was correctly decoded after transmission. Assume the decoder knows the value of S (using error detection) and uses Q ( ' ) ( X ) as its estimate of X. The average distortion is measured by ' where the expectation is taken over both the source and channel statistics.
To understand the behavior of progressive quantization over noisy channels, we use high resolution assumptions to derive an expression for the minimum D as a function of the transmission rate, and we also obtain bounds on the channel code rates T I , . . . , T L that minimize D.
Let w1, . . . , W L be a fixed set of nonnegative numbers such that W I + . . . + W L = 1. Let R be the total transmission rate (assuming R + CO) and assume the decodable transmission rates are b, = R x E l wiri for each m. Assume the channel is binary symmetric with crossover probability E and that optimal channel codes are used.
Assuming maximum likelihood decoding the block error probability at the channel decoder satisfies P, = 2-"E(')f"(") with n the 'This work was supported in part by the National Science Foundation. A factor of (1/(4L)) log,(1/6) in the exponent can be thought of as a distortion penalty paid for using L levels of progressivity.
